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By George Gamow

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, United Kingdom, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Michael
Edwards (illustrator). Revised ed.. 218 x 146 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Mr Tompkins is back! The mild-mannered bank clerk with the short attention span
and vivid imagination has inspired, charmed and informed young and old alike since the
publication of the hugely successful Mr Tompkins in Paperback (by George Gamow) in 1965. In this
1999 book, he returns in a new set of adventures exploring the extreme edges of the universe - the
smallest, the largest, the fastest, the farthest. Through his experiences and his dreams, you are
there at Mr Tompkins shoulder watching and taking part in the merry dance of cosmic mysteries:
Einstein s relativity, bizarre effects near light-speed, the birth and death of the universe, black holes,
quarks, space warps and antimatter, the fuzzy world of the quantum, and that ultimate cosmic
mystery of all .love. This text is revised, updated and expanded by best-selling popular-science
author Russell Stannard (who wrote the much-acclaimed Uncle Albert series of books for children).
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS

It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha  Swift-- Aisha  Swift
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